**Dabanga Radio Programmes 2021**

**News and analysis** are central to all Dabanga’s online and broadcast content. Via an extensive network of contacts and stringers, stories are collected from all regions of Sudan, verified, and broadcast in a daily news show. Key stories are explored further in **Talk of the Day** (حديث اليوم) to provide audiences with in-depth context and analysis.

**Kandaka** (الكنداكة) explores issues, perspectives, and achievements of Sudanese women. With women facing exclusion from many areas of public life and discourse in Sudan, the programme amplifies their voices as actors and experts. The name Kandaka refers to Nubian queens who ruled alongside kings during the Kush kingdoms in ancient Sudan.

**Towards Democracy** (الديمقراطية) is an educational series explaining different forms and aspects of multiparty democracy. The series supports Sudan’s efforts to develop a democratic model best suited to the national context while contributing to a shared understanding of the corresponding roles, responsibilities, and rights for citizens.

**Transition File** (ملفات انتقالية) is a listener-driven programme that provides insights, shares experiences, and generates discussion about Sudan’s progress in transitioning to democracy. Listener surveys are used to identify citizens’ views and ideas on priorities for the transition, which are analysed and discussed with civil society and government experts.

**Our Health** (صحتنا) is a magazine-style programme providing key health messages and myth-busting in relation to preventing and responding to infectious diseases in Sudan, particularly COVID-19. Programming addresses public health concerns while also examining the impacts of COVID-19 and other epidemics on all aspects of society.

**Scales of Justice** (في الميزان) is a series created on the understanding that reconciling the crimes of Sudan’s past is essential to future peace and development. The show informs and records Sudan’s efforts in transitional justice by exploring experiences and expectations of victims, as well as discussion and debate on what forms transitional justice can take.

**We Will Build Sudan** (هنبيه) is a segment profiling grassroots initiatives occurring throughout Sudan to build civil society, and contribute to the nation’s fledgling modern democracy. Representatives of various youth and local organisations describe the situations they are responding to, discussing their observations and their work.

**Youth Issues** (قضايا الشباب) explores the challenges and opportunities of Sudan’s youth. With 60 per cent of the population aged under 25, Sudan’s future depends on how young people are considered and included within society’s institutions and decision-making structures. This programme seeks to provide a platform for young people to have a say in their country.

**From the Camps** (من المعسكرات) provides an opportunity for refugees and internally displaced people to share concerns and discuss life in camps of Sudan and neighbouring countries. With an estimated eight per cent of the Sudanese population having been forced to flee their homes due to violence or famine, From the Camps seeks to ensure their voices are not forgotten.

**Revolution Voices** (إصوات الثورة) features old and new Sudanese music which speaks of change within the country and the pursuit of freedom, justice, and peace.

**Special Guest** (لقاء خاص) features interviews or recordings of relevant personalities reflecting on important societal themes which are pertinent at the moment. Topics typically concern economics, public health, and human rights.